Introduction
Various performance indices (PIS) ' for measuring the quality of Pareto-optimal sets have been proposed to compare the performance o f different multi-objective optimisation (MOO) algorithms. Usually, the quality of a Pareto-optimal set can be assessed from three aspects. First, the number of Pareto-optimal solutions in the set. Second, the accuracy of the solutions in the set, i.e., the closeness of the solutions to the theoretical Pareto-front: In case the theoretical Pareto-front is not known, only the relative closeness can be obtained. Finally, the distribution and spread of the solutions. Distribution and spread are two very closely related facets, yet they are not completely the same.
Review of PIS can be found in [CoeOl, DehOl, KnoO2, Tan02.Zit02, ZitO.?] . In this paper, we aim to provide a survey and categorisation of the PIS, including the most recent results, according to the aspect they account for. Compared to the existing reviews, we concentrate more on the performance of the PIS, i.e., whether the PIS can truly evaluate the quality of a Pareto-optimal set or correctly compare differ-'Performance indices are often referred IO in the literature as merrirs. However. merric is a well-defined terminology in mathematics and many PIS in MOO do not necessarily satisfy the conditions for a m e t k To avoid confusions. we use performance indices (PIS) instead of metrics in this paper.
0-7803-78044 /03/$17.00 0 2003 IEEE 878 ent sets. Empirical studies on a group of artificial solution sets of a simple problem and a group of Pareto-optimal solution sets of a benchmark problem show that many PIS often fail to properly reflect the quality of a solution set. Thus, performance evaluation of different MOO solvers based on PIS only may be misleading.
In this paper, only PIS for measuring static quality of Pareto-optimal solution sets are investigated. PIS for measuring run-time performance [BaeY6, Deb02b, Hoo98, SchY5, TanO2, Ve1981, PIS where a decision-maker's preferences are involved [EsbY6, Han981, and PIS for averaging solution sets from different runs [Fon96, KnoOO] are not considered in this paper.
Different notations and definitions have been used and various assumptions have been made in defining PIS. For the sake of clarity, we try to use uniform notations and definitions throughout the paper. Besides, we assume that we are dealing with minimisation problems for all PIS without loss of generality. PIS that have been defined for maximisation problems are modified accordingly.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, relevant notations and definitions are reviewed. Section 3 describes the cardinality-based PIS, followed by those for measuring accuracy based on distance and volume, respectively. In Section 5, the PIS for distribution, spread or both are given. Empirical comparative studies and discussions are presented in Section 6. The conclusions of the paper are summarised in Section 7.
Terminology
Parameter Space and Fitness Space The space, of which the vector of design parameters, 2, is a subset, is known as Parameter Space, notated as R" , where n is the number of design parameters. The design parameters are pro- Solution Set and Non-dominated Solution Set The set of solutions found by an optimiser is known as Solution Set S. The solutions in S that are not dominated by others in the set define the Non-doniinatedSolution Set S , . Since in most cases, only non-dominated solutions will be generated, we will not distinguish S and SN hereafter unless explicitly indicated. Reference Set In many cases, the Pareto optimal set is unknown. Thus, to evaluate the solution set S, the user needs to specify an artificial or desired solution set. This set is termed as Reference Set R . In the above PIS, only solutions that are included in R or P can contribute to the PIS. This is very strict and in fact, useful solutions which are not the member of R or P can also be generated, e.g., solutions that are not dominated by E R ( S , P ) = 1 . O -c 1 R ( S , P ) .
Good (Utopian) Point and Bad Point
It is.worth mentioning that C(S1,S2) does not have to be equal to 1 -C(Sz,S1). Thus, both C(S1,Sz) and C(S2, SI) should be given. In order to show these results, hox plot is often adopted.
It can be found that the definition of CZR and C are closely related:
The PIS 0..
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Figure 1: The potential problem of the C index classes, i.e. the distance from S to P (or R) or from P (or R) to S. The difference of the two sub-classes originates from the fact that the number ofsolutions in S a n d P (or R )
may he different.
The distance from S to P (or R). A natural accuracy PI is to calculate the average distance from S to P. For this purpose, GeiterationalDistarrce ( G D ) has been suggested [VeIYX, Ve19YJ:
where M is the number of objectives. When q = 2, d, is the Euclidean distance. In [DebOOl, a y index has been proposed, where q eqbals 1 in Equation (4).
It is recommended that a large number of solutions in P should be used [DehOl] . A generalised form of y.
termed as M ; , has been suggested in [ZitY9b, ZitOO] , where d, is replaced by a more generalised distance. Zitzler also has proposed M I which is defined on the parameter space.
The distance from P (or R) to S. An alternative is to calculate the average distance from P or R to S. Since it is generally difficult to get P, R is often used instead of P. Schott proposed Seven Points Average Disiartce ( S P A D ) [Sch95] . As a reference solution set R, the following 7 points are generated: 
Similarly, the Worst Disiance from Reference Set (DISTZ) has also been proposed in [CzyYX] :
This PI gives information about the biggest distance from 9 E R to the closest solution in S.
The PIS in this class consider the distance between P (or R) and S. A prerequisite is that either P or R must he given, which may not he trivial for some real-world applications. Finally, it should he pointed out that although they are categorised as accuracy PIS, they can also be influenced by the spread and distribution of P and R, which will he discussed later.
Volume-based Accuracy PIS
In this class, we present the PIS for accuracy based o n volume, which means the size of the area that is dominated by S. The basic idea is that the larger the area the solutions can dominate in the fitness space, the better [Zit98,ZitY9b]. H is the area generated by Solution Set S and the defined origin 0', which needs to be specified. 
Distribution and Spread PIS

Distribution PIS
Roughly speaking, PIS for distribution can be calculated based on distance or niche.
Distance-based. The first PI to be described in this sub-class is Spacing ( S P ) proposed by Schott
[Sch95]: 
where U is the niche radius. This PI is defined on the fitness space. A PI has also been proposed on the parameter space, which is denoted as MZ.
The Unijomi Distribution (UD) index has been suggested to measure the distribution of non-dominated solutions [TanOl, Tan021 as follows:
where D,, is the standard deviation of niche count of the overall set of non-dominated solutions S .
where nc(si) denotes the niche count of z-th solution in S: nc(si) = Isj E S : 11s; -sj// <.ol -1.
It is found that both M6 and UD may be misleading. Consider again the example as in SP. If U is set to 0.5, then M ; gets a value of 4, and UD equals 1.0.
both reaching the best value. However, the distribution is not good at all. According to our evaluation, A' seems to he only one that can reflect the distribution correctly. Unfortunately, A' cannot be used for MOO problems with more than 2 objectives because consecutive sorting is involved.
'Originally, they have introduced the PI including spread information. However, they have also explained the PI without spread. See the footnote in [DebOO].
Spread PIS
In this subsection, we explain the PIS for measuring the spread of S.
Macinrim Spread ( M ; ) proposed in [Zit99b, Zit001
shows the distance between the boundary solutions in S. 
Distribution and Spread PIS
The PIS in this class include information about both spread and distrihution, which can he based on distance, niching or entropy.
Distance-based. The A' PI has been extended to include spread information, which is now termed A in- 
A PI termed Number of Distincr Choices ( N D C p )
has been suggested in [WuOl] . A normalised fitness space defined by PG and PB is divided into a number of small hyper-squares with the length p; (0 < p 5 1). The number of squares with solutions in S is then counted. In addition, a PI called Cluster (CLp) to show the average number of solutions in each small hyper-square has been also considered in [WuOll:
Entropy-based. A PI for spread, E N , based on Shannon's entropy has been proposed in IFar02l. The basic idea is that each solution point provides some information about its neighbourhood modelled by a Gaussian distribution. A Densic Function has also been calculated by the sum of all Gaussian distributions from all solution points. The peaks and valleys of density function correspond to the dense areas and the sparse areas, respectively. A desirable solution set should have a "uniform"4 density function which was evaluated with Shannon's entropy.
As mentioned in Section 5. I , A works only for 2 objectives. In contrast, the PIS L, NDC,, and CL, can easily be extended to more than 2 objectives. But the distribution in the same niche cannot be taken into account. In [Far03], the EN is extended to deal with problems with 3 objectives and the boundary influence is compensated. One problem is the distortion of the distribution by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation, refer to [Far03].
"OOriginally. the term "Rat" was used for the description of the density function. however, statistically the term "uniform" seems to be more apthe ideal solution set can be obtained, and U; for propriate.
Empirical Comparisons and Discussions
Artificial Solution Sets
In this section, we compare the results of Pis using a number of artificial solution sets, which are shown in Figure 5 . In the figure, the solid line denotes the artificial Pareto front. For clarity, the properties of each solution set are shown together with the solutions. As mentioned before, these PIS cannot distinguish solution sets which are far from P and thus a correct ranking cannot be achieved for these solution sets.
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From the accuracy point of view, SI, SZ, S, and Sg are better than other sets. In this sense, the accuracy PIS are performing well. As previously discussed, Pis for accuracy are also influenced by the distribution and spread of P or R.
If the distribution and the spread of S are similar to P or R, From these results, it can be seen that a larger number of solutions in P or R reduce the influence of the spread and the distribution. In comparing the group (S4, S8) with the group (S3, S7), the influence of the boundary points still exist because of the distance between both boundary points on P and S.
Although SPAD is categorised as an accuracy PI, it turns outs that SPAD tends to assign a higher rank to solution sets with a wider spread than those with a better accuracy. With regard to the volume-based accuracy PIS, the group (5'1, S2, Ss, Se) is better than the orher solutions. Note that these PIS also include the influence of distribution and spread. The influence is more complex than the distancebased accuracy PIS. The strength of the influence changes according to the location of 0' and the distribution of solu-tions. From the results, it seems that S P ' and A' are able to reflect the distribution of the solution sets correctly. The rank obtained from A seems confusing. It seems that PIS of SI, S, , S,, and S, perform better than others. However, it is very hard to distinguish the influence of distribution from that of spread. The PIS based on the niche, i.e. L. M i and UD, show a lot of incomparable cases. This is caused by the insensitivity of the niche count. For one solution set, the niche count can only take the value of zero or one.
The ranks from the PIS for the spread show a good agreement with the test cases. However, a high value of these PIS does not imply that the solution set has high quality from the accuracy and distribution point of view. By comparing SI with S,, this is clear.
It can also he found that the results of NDC, and CL, are very sensitive t o p . If p is too large or too small, many solution sets will become incomparable. However, to specify an appropriate p is not easy. From the result of E N , it can he seen that E N prefers widely spread solutions. The group (SlrS3,S5,S7) has higher values than others, although the order is confusing.
Real Solution Sets
In this section, we compare solution sets for the 50-dimensional Schaffer's function generated by seven widely With these solution sets, we calculate the value of PIS. According to the values, we determine the rank of the optimiserr. The results are shown in Table 2 . Similarly, a rank of 1 indicates that the performance of the optimiser is best, and a rank of 7 that it is worst. according to the PI used. The following parameters have been used in the calculation: First of all, it is very difficult to determine which optimiser is best because the ranks of a solution set are completely different based on different PIS.
In general, PIS that count the number of solutions, such as ONGV and ONVGR are too sensitive to be practical. No useful information has been revealed based on ER, 'Although we painted out that S P is misleading in Section 5.1. we can not observe the problem with these solution sels.
Figure 7: Real solution sets for the test function.
C1.q and C2n. Neither can one draw any conclusion on the solution quality according to the PIS for accuracy based on the distance, SPAD and DIST1, which are apparently strongly influenced by the spread of solution sets. Besides, M P F E is also strongly influenced by the most-right solution and other solutions have no influence at all. The PIS for accuracy based on the volume tend to prefer more spread solution sets than more accurate solution sets.
The PIS for distribution can he divided into two types.
The S P and A', based on the distance, seem to prefer the less spread solution sets because they produce smaller values if a solution set shrinks. In contrast, M ; and U D seem to prefer more spread solutions because the niche radius is fixed. Thus, if a PI is dedicated to the uniformity of the distribution, then the niche radius should be scaled to the spread of the solutions. The PIS for spread seem to reflect spread of the solution set correctly. Wider spread solutions have a better value and vice versa. The PIS for distribution and spread, i.e. A, L, NDC,, CL, and E N , seem to prefer wider spread solution sets because the influence of the end points is very large.
Conclusions
From our empirical evaluations and discussions, it can be seen that no single existing PI is able to account for all aspects of the quality of solution sets for MOO problems. Some PIS are even quite misleading in certain cases. Thus, one should be very careful in evaluating and comparing the performance of MOO optimisers according to performance indices only. This is particularly important when there is little information about the shape of the true Pareto-optimal front, as in most real-world applications.
We should also note that some of the existing PIS work only for bi-objective optimisation problems. The following PIS can theoretically be applied to problems with more than three objectives: cardinality-based PIS, distance-based accuracy PIS except for SPAD, volume-based accuracy PIS, niche-based distribulion PIS. spread PIS, and entropy-based PIS. For MOO problems with higher number of objectives, a proper performance index for the distribution based measures seems more difficult. Although measures of uniformity can easily be defined in higher dimensions for a finite number ofdata points, they are not unique. Thus, it becomes harder -even for humans -IO define what type of definition is favoured.
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